A Revel’s
first milonga

You are welcome to go to the milonga
whenever you want. It’s a space you
can participate in different modes,
so there’s no reason to wait. You
don’t need to dance the first few
times you go. But it will be nice to be
comfortable there and to feel you
have friends.

What’s a milonga all
about?
Milongas are a place people go to enjoy tango.
For women, this involves dressing up, getting asked
to dance, and having some sublime experiences.
For men it involves feeling desired and masterful.
Keep in mind that there are other motivations in the
room as well. Some people are there for the “sense
of community” – to socialize. Teachers are there to
recruit students (by impressing or seducing them).
Elite dancers are engaged in a subtle competition
with each other. Lovers are there to keep an eye
on one another. The organizer/DJ have a financial
stake in the evening. Visiting professionals may
be there to advertise their workshops (again by
impressing or seducing potential students).
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What to wear?
You must wear something
that makes you feel sexy and
beautiful.
Don’t wear anything that you
need to fuss with or adjust.
Generally what you want is top
with a bodice, meaning that
it is tailored fairly close to your
body from tits to hips.
Any kind of A-line skirt is safe.
Sheaths and bodyhugging
dresses will be too tight
for tango movements.
Empire, shift, and baby-doll
combined with the tango
posture unfortunately
result in a “pregnant” look.

Wear something that will keep you cool. Even if it’s
cold outside, dancing is hot. Do not wear a dress that
is anything reminiscent of a sweater. Long sleeves are
usually too hot. Wool pants are usually too hot.
Beware of pants and dangles in which you can catch
the heel of your shoe. This is very annoying to the mark.
Do bring a pretty something to wrap around your
shoulders in case you are sitting for a while and there is a
draft or air conditioning.
Generally women wear bare feet in their stilettos, not
nylon stockings. This is so that their feet can grip the shoes
better.
Don’t wear anything from which your tits can emerge
after a bit of close embrace dancing.
Remember
The man’s face will be immediately above your
cleavage. Look down and check that the view will not
embarrass him.
His chest will be rubbing back and forth across your
chest and his hand may grasp your clothing in the back
causing it to twist. Make sure you are well-covered.
Strapless dresses are impossible.
As you dress, pay attention to your backside. This is what
people will see when you are dancing. Raise your arms
above your head and make sure that you still like it. The
man’s embrace could raise your skirt by nearly 10cm, so
make sure you are still covered.

Grooming
Most dancers prefer minimal use of perfume as it
can be overpowering when dancing. Fancy soap is
just about right. Don’t eat garlic, fried food, or blue
cheese immediately beforehand. Brush your teeth
beforehand and use mints.
You need to make sure that your hair will stay out
of the mark’s face and view, especially on the right
side of your head. If you have fluffy hair, pull it back,
at least on that side.
Also be aware that the mark may rest his head
near or above your right temple, so do not wear an
ornament on the right front part of your head as this
will poke him.
Eliminate protrusions on the front of the body like
big belt ornaments, pins, and necklaces that go
below your breastbone.

The physical environment
Near the entrance will be a small table with a money box on it. Someone will be attending this box. If it’s a
large milonga, the box will be attended constantly. If it’s a smaller milonga, the attendant may be dancing.
If no one is at the box, you may enter on the honour system. You are expected to keep your eye out for the
attendant and go pay when they are available. Some very small milongas do not have an attendant. You are
expected to pay, taking change if necessary. If this is the setup, there will be a sign to this effect.
The room will have seating around the edges of the dance floor. Milonga seating is chaotic in some ways and
orderly in others. Generally more than one person is using each chair, so there may be a number of coats
draped over each, and several bags underneath.
Although chairs are shared willy-nilly, the tables those chairs are around are not shared in quite the same way.
The tables have hierarchies and factions. Imagine you are walking into a tiny village. People may be very
welcoming, but there is a social order that has been established.
After you have entered, you can take your time to get the lay of the land. Pretend to be watching the
dancing, but actually try to figure out the order of the room. Or, if you know people, walk around saying hello.
In the tango world, the custom is to say hello and kiss on the cheek everyone you know, and people you don’t
know if they are standing or sitting with people you do know. While you are kissing everyone, you can figure out
who is sitting where and where you want to sit.
As a revel it is crucial to find the right place to sit. If you want to dance a lot, you need to sit close to the area
where dances are being contracted. You need to figure out where this is. If you don’t want to dance a lot, you
need to sit in a remote location where you won’t have to deal with invitations. If you don’t know people, you
need to sit with other women who can introduce you to people.

There are several things to observe:
•

Where are the DJ and their friends? The table or area closest to the DJ is one center of power. It may be remote, but it’s one of the more socially closed parts of the space. You are probably not welcome to sit here.

•

Where are the important tables? At a large milonga there will be tables occupied by the local celebrities.
These are often the tables with the best view of the dance floor, or in some other way at the “head” of the
party. You’ll be able to identify them by the haze of ego. Unless you are good friends with someone you
see sitting at these tables, you are probably not welcome here either.

•

The next dimension of social order is the factions. Sometimes the teachers/schools have factions. There can
also be factions based on old fights or rifts in the community. If you are new you don’t have to worry about
this. Many communities have a “neutral” group or organization and this may not be your teacher, but you
will always be welcome to sit with this group. If your teacher has their own table, you are probably welcome there, but if you see your teacher at the DJ table or the important tables, say hello and keep moving unless invited to stay.

Scan the other tables and try to get eye contact or a smile from a woman who is sitting down. She’s your first
tango friend. Go over to her, introduce yourself, tell her you’re new, and ask if you can sit with her.
Look for a table where there are students from your classes, or dancers of your level. It’s fine to walk up and
introduce yourself and ask if you can join the table. There are often also some chairs around the edge of the
dance floor, not attached to tables. These are fine for marks, but a bit lonely for revels. Better to sit with people
and make friends.
Also figure out where the men’s bathroom is. You don’t want to sit in the anteroom. And sometimes that seems
to be where there are free seats. :(
What’s actually important to you is where the dances are getting transacted. If you watch for a few songs, you
should be able to identify one main area where people are milling around on foot and getting dances (often
near the water). Try to sit within eye contact range of this area.

The music and partner
changes
At a milonga, music will be organized in
tandas of similar songs (tangos, vals, and
milonga). The tandas will alternate, usually but
not always in a repeating pattern (3 tango
tandas, one vals tanda, 3 tango tandas, one
milonga tanda, etc.) In some cities, dancers
clear the floor between tandas and in other
cities they stay. In some places, dancers rarely
dance two sequential tandas with the same
dancer. In other cities people dance with the
same partner for an hour.

Alcohol
If you’re not going to dance, feel free to
have a drink. The first time you dance, you’ll
probably want to have your faculties at
their best, and you’ll regret self-imposed
disadvantages. If you do drink at the
milonga, keep it to a minimum. Marks won’t
feel comfortable dancing with you if they
suspect you’re tipsy.
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Chatting
There’s a lot of chatting that goes on at the
milonga. Some of it is genuine, some of it is a way
to pass the time when you don’t like the music that
is playing or there’s no one to dance with. Most of it
is a ruse. Chatting can be used for several things
To avoid eye contact with someone you don’t
want to dance with by engrossing yourself in a
conversation with someone else.
To initiate contact with someone you want to
dance with by “chatting them up”.
To look cool while flirting with a dancer across the
room.
You need to be able to read the meaning of
chatting. It’s pretty easy to do. Watch the eyes.
If the people chatting are not looking at each
other, the chat is just a pose while they seek dances
with other people.
If someone engaged in a chat has their heads
turned away from the dance floor, or away from
other dancers, they are likely avoiding someone (or
everyone).
If the person chatting to you is flirting with you with
their eyes, they actually want to do dance, not talk.
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Contracting a dance
Most dancers at milongas use the cabeceo. If you
want to dance, you will have to make and maintain
eye contact with men.
How to do the cabeceo
Give as much eye contact as possible. Men will
notice that you are signaling your availability. They
may not take you up on it right away. They may even
get eye contact with you three or four times. After
several such glances, they will hold eye contact
with you to see if you are serious. Just keep the eye
contact, smile, and be patient. Eventually he will nod
at you or smile or gesture to the dance floor. If you
want to dance with him, nod back and smile. Now
you have a contract. But don’t stand up. Wait for him
to come get you. There’s a small but nonzero chance
that he has contracted with someone sitting right
behind you. Avoid embarrassment by waiting for him
to come to you.
If a man nods at you and you don’t want to dance
with him, just turn your gaze away.
Men (especially if they are sharing a table with you)
may start a conversation with you face-to-face and
then cabeceo you during the conversation, so watch
for this. They may also ask you to dance verbally.
Especially if you are new, you may be asked to
dance with a verbal invitation because people may
think you don’t know the cabeceo yet.

Entering the dance floor
The easiest and most gracious space to enter the
dance floor is at a corner. You partner may indicate
for you to walk first onto the dance floor. Go to
a corner, wait for a space in the line of dance
and then enter. Or he may lead the way onto the
dance floor. He may even take your hand at any
point from your chair to the dance floor.

On the dance floor
You need to trust your partner to manage
the traffic. Do not try to help him and do not
stop moving because you fear a crash. It’s his
responsibility and it will only mess him up if you try to
help.
Be aware he may mark something and then abort
it if another dancer moves close unexpectedly.
Be aware of abrupt freezes from your partner and
mimic the freeze.
Tango dancers often rest their temples against one
another, or the man’s cheek against the woman’s
temple. This is considered sweet, not flirtatious,
and it’s totally optional. If you don’t like it, you can
gently pull your face away.

At the end of the tanda
If you want to stop dancing, say “thank you”
to your partner. You will leave the dance floor
together. Do not turn your back and walk off.
Allow him to return you to your seat. If you want to
continue dancing, just wait or say something like
“what a beautiful song that was”.
Don’t say “thank you”, because that is a gracious
way of saying “I’m done with you for now.” He
may want to continue also. But he may not. IF he
doesn’t, don’t take it personally as there are lots of
reasons he may need to stop.

Partners
At the milongas, partners are always treated with a
great deal of respect. Partners may be life partners
(wife, husband, girlfriend, boyfriend) or they may
be dance partners. Dancers are expected to shoe
due respect to the partner of someone they are
dancing with, by introducing themselves when
in proximity, and also by thanking that person for
sharing their partner.
At the end of the night the last tanda (or if the last
tanda is not announced, the last song) is sacred for
partners, who are expected to break off dancing
with others (who graciously release them), or even
break a just-made contract if “last tanda” is called
after the cabeceo. Those without partners may
dance with whomever they please.

At the end of the night
The friendliest part of the milonga is at the end.
Those who have stuck it out through the ups and
downs of the night, keeping the faith to the bitter
end share a special euphoric camaraderie. People
who wouldn’t give you the time of day all night
may be boisterously friendly once the lights come
on at the end of the milonga. It’s a bit weird, but it’s
nice.
If you see lots of people helping out with cleanup
(gather candles, folding tablecloths) feel free to
join in and ingratiate yourself.
At the end of the night, it’s common to look out for
people who might need a ride or accompaniment
to their transportation. Feel free to ask people for
a ride or for a walk to your car/train. This is genuine
community care-taking and not an opportunity for
hitting on fellow dancers. If a man offers to walk
you, he is not hitting on you.

